AP Physics 2
Algebra-Based
01 Fluids

03 Electric force, field and potential

a. Fluid systems

a. Electric systems

b. Density

b. Electric charge

c. Fluids: pressure and forces

c. Conservation of electric charge

d. Fluids and free-body diagrams

d. Charge distribution friction,
conduction and induction

e. Buoyancy

e. Electric permittivity

f. Conservation of energy in fluid flow
g. Conservation of mass flow rate in fluids

f. Introduction to electric forces
g. Electric forces and free-body diagrams
h. Describing electric force

02 Thermodynamics

i. Gravitational and electromagnetic forces

a. Thermodynamic systems

j. Vector and scalar fields

b. Pressure, thermal equilibrium
and the ideal gas law

k. Electric charges and fields

c. Thermodynamics and forces

l. Isolines and electric fields

d. Thermodynamics and free-body diagrams
e. Thermodynamics and contact forces
f. Heat and energy transfer
g. Internal energy and energy transfer
h. Thermodynamics and elastic collisions:
conservation of momentum
i. Thermodynamics and inelastic collisions:
conservation of momentum
j. Thermal conductivity

m. Conservation of electric energy

04 Electric circuits
a. Definition and conservation
of electric charge
b. Resistivity and resistance
c. Resistance and capacitance
d. Kirchhoff’s loop rule
e. Kirchhoff’s junction rule and
the conservation of electric charge

k. Probability, thermal equilibrium
and entropy
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05 Magnetism and electromagnetic induction
a. Magnetic systems
b. Magnetic permeability
and magnetic dipole moment
c. Vector and scalar fields
d. Monopole and dipole fields
e. Magnetic fields and forces
f. Magnetic forces
g. Forces review
h. Magnetic flux

06 Geometric and physical optics
a. Waves
b. Electromagnetic waves
c. Periodic waves
d. Refraction, reflection and absorption
e. Images from lenses and mirrors
f. Interference and diffraction

07 Quantum, atomic, and nuclear physics
a. Systems and fundamental forces
b. Radioactive decay
c. Energy in modern physics (energy in radioactive decay and E = mc²)
d. Mass–energy equivalence
e. Properties of waves and particles
f. Photoelectric effect
g. Wave functions and probability
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